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AI for cross border

A strong and increasing interest has 
been growing during the Covid 19 
pandemic on how AI systems could 
improve the efficiency, robustness and 
reliance into the global supply chain. 
This brought attention to the fact that 
the scope and potential for using AI to 
further facilitate cross-border trade is 
far greater than previously thought 
and some international actors are 
already using and investigating this 
technology, in particular in customs 
domain, for the enhancement 
of transparency of 
procedures and better risk 
management and profiling

Compliance

Monitoring

Detection



Trade Policies on AI

AI is a new general-purpose technology, that promises productivity and 
will transform some of the main international trade categories of 
goods. Thanks to its predictive analytics capabilities AI is way to 
increase productivity, a driver of competitive advantage and growth for 
businesses and economies. 

“ ”
McKinsey calculates that the introduction of artificial neural networks in 19 different 
industries will increase between $3.5 to 5.8 trillion/year in economic value



Ethical and Responsible AI

• As AI facilitate the development of new business 
models of trade, value chains and reduce the 
geographical barriers; the question remains what 
principles at present ensure AI systems do "what 
they're supposed to do, act ethically, and act 
responsibly" 

• Responsible AI is viewed as an approach that aims 
to consider the ethical, moral, legal, cultural, and 
socio-economic consequences during the 
development and deployment of AI systems.

• Interpretability
• Robustness and Security
• Accountability
• Auditability and Transparency
• Data Privacy and Protection
• Human Agency
• Fairness
• Lawfulness



Challenges and Risks in use of AI

• AI still faces a great challenge, as technology and machine algorithms still 
lack human exclusive qualities – critical thinking, emotions, intuition, 
creativity, and ethical principles to distinguish between right and wrong.

• Biases and prejudice in data quality
• Transparency
• Privacy
• Security
• Inequality
• Blurring lines between real and fake
• Impact on jobs and reshaping workforce structure



Use of Blockchain and IoT (such as smart 
container systems) with AI
• Unintegrated Legacy Digital Systems. Even if a company already uses a digital system for tracking products, 

that system may not integrate with different digital systems used by other members of the applicable supply 
chain. Helpfully, blockchain can lie on top of these enterprise applications and provide the connection 
between them. Blockchain can integrate enterprise resource planning systems, customer relationship 
management systems, warehouse management systems, and manufacturing execution systems to 
increase transparency of the supply chain and reduce the cost of tracking products and running reports.

• Inconsistent and Duplicative Records. Because companies in a supply chain tend to keep their own records 
using scentralised databases, these companies frequently have duplicate copies of, or inconsistent records 
relating to, the same transaction. In contrast, blockchain stores information on an immutable, sdecentralised
ledger accessible by all members of the supply chain. This structure allows all members of the supply chain 
to have eyes on the same data and to have confidence that the data is accurate. Ultimately, companies can 
use blockchain to reduce costs associated with reconciling records across the supply chain.

• Root Cause Determinations. In order to identify product shortages and defects, companies typically audit 
supply chain partners. However, while auditing helps determine if a problem exists, it is less adept at 
determining the root cause of that problem. For instance, an audit of inventory held by a warehouse could 
reveal a missing product, but the audit may not reveal the reason the product went missing. Did a stocker 
misplace the product after it arrived at the warehouse? Did a warehouse employee make an error in tracking 
product quantities?



Supply Chain

• Reduction of the time spent per file by more than 80%.
• Streamlining of procedures with the customs office with which we are connected.
• Reduction of errors in the procedures.
• Creation of centralised repositories of information and documentation associated 

with the files, accessible even years after the file has been closed.
• Drastic reduction in the use of paper, eliminating the need for its physical storage.
• Automation of interactions between all participants in the international trade 

operation.
• Synchronisation with other management systems through an API that allows bi-

directional automation of data.
• Immediate accessibility to file information from anywhere with just an internet 

connection, even from mobile devices and Smartphones.



Commerce

• Detecting anomalies
• HS code suggestions 



Cross border data flows
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Data flow across continents



Data 
Governance

Centrally controlled and managed 
account

On-demand accessibility

Document control

Security



Data Governance Framework

DG 
Assets

DG Prioritization Framework

Metadata Mgmnt Framework

DG Metric with Business KPIs

DQ Rules Repository

Business Glossary Template

Data Dictionary Template

Data Governance Office and Policy
Data Quality Management – Automation and Operations
Data Dictionary, Business Glossary and Metadata Management
Data Catalog
Data Lineage
Data Privacy and Security
MDM and Reference Data



Data Governance & Best Practices
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Information Life Cycle Management
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As of January 2022, the Netherlands come in hot 
at second place of top data breaches in 
Europe with 92,657 reports

Dutch municipality Assen, an employee had 
sent a file containing 530 persons' 
personal data to the wrong email

An unsecured server resulted in the 
exposure of 3 terabyte of data including 
airport employee records In 2014, hackers gained access to databases f  

of sensitive data via credentials of 3 employe  
of ebay



Differential Privacy (DP)

Definition
Achieved by introducing some noise which is enough to 
protect privacy and at the same time limited enough so that 
the provided information is still useful.

Allow data analysts to build accurate models without 
sacrificing the privacy of the individual data points.Goal



• Introduces privacy loss parameter (ε) to the dataset. This 
adds randomness to data.

• A high value of ε means more accurate but less private data

• Noise can be added to data and/or algorithm

How DP Works

Image Credit : Bennett Cyphers



Value generation with synthetic data

Any data algorithmically generated approximating original data. 

• Create safe datasets that retain the same insights and statistical 
integrity equivalent to original data source

• Develop cross-domain AI use cases to drive industry 
collaboration

• Drive responsible AI practices through balanced synthetic 
datasets or de-bias datasets for ML/AI model testing

• Defend against re-identification and joinability attacks.

Safety and Privacy

Industry Collaboration

Responsible AI

Secure

Motivation:
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Whether or how data is shared 
with third parties.

What is Privacy in Data?

How data is legally 
collected or stored.

Regulatory 
restrictions such 
as GDPR, HIPAA, G
LBA, or CCPA.

Threats to Privacy:
• Malware

• Non-secure third-party services
• Data Breaches

Misuse of Personal data
• sell the information on 

the dark web
• to carry out financial or 

identify fraud
• Selling of information to 

Marketing firms
• charge a ransom to 

safely return it to the 
victim.

Privacy by design
• Data minimization
• Purpose Limitation
• Security(technical

organizational)

Privacy Enhancing Techniques by 
technology
• Differential Privacy
• Federated Analysis

https://www.varonis.com/blog/gdpr-requirements-list-in-plain-english/?hsLang=en
https://www.varonis.com/blog/hipaa-compliance/?hsLang=en
https://www.varonis.com/blog/we-need-to-talk-about-gramm-leach-bliley-glb-the-safeguards-rule-will-be-changing/?hsLang=en
https://www.varonis.com/blog/california-consumer-privacy-act-ccpa?hsLang=en
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Data Privacy and localization

Data Residency

• Data stored in 
geographical 
location of 
choice

Data Sovereignty

• Data is subject 
to law of the 
country where 
it is stored

Data Localization

• Copy of data to 
be held within 
country’s 
border for ease 
of auditing



Data 
Protection



Need for data governance and standards
• Integrity: All actors within the program should act honestly and be forthcoming about things like constraints, challenges, and other 

impacts of data governance decisions.

• Transparency: Processes should be clear and transparent to both participants and auditors in how practices and controls will be 
introduced and implemented.

• Auditability: Data Governance activities should be auditable and accompanied by documentation to support compliance-based 
and operational auditing requirements.

• Accountability: You need to define accountabilities for cross-functional and data-related decisions, processes, and controls. Know 
where the buck stops.

• Stewardship: Know, assign, and delegate governance stewardship activities that are the responsibilities of both individual 
contributors and data stewardship groups.

• Checks & balances: Introduce checks and balances between business and technology teams, creators and collectors of data, and 
anyone who uses or manages information.

• Standardization: Your Data Governance program’s focus should be on introducing and supporting the standardization of enterprise 
data.

• Change management: Support proactive and reactive change management activities throughout the processes, from working with 
data to personnel best practices.



Benefits of 
data 
governance

• Centralized policies and systems reduce IT costs 
related to data governance

• Data standards allow for better cross-functional 
decision making and communication

• Compliance audits are easier to manage, and 
compliance standards are easier to maintain

• Business intelligence for short and long-term 
planning, including mergers and acquisitions, 
gets fuel from data

• Data growth is controlled and organized
• Stable data makes adapting to new data and 

privacy legislation easier



Why data 
governance

• Management: For top management this will 
ensure the oversight of corporate data assets, their 
value and their impact on the changing business 
operations and market opportunities

• Finance: For finance, this will safeguard consistent 
and accurate reporting

• Sales: For sales and marketing, this will enable 
trustworthy insight into customer preferences and 
behavior

• Procurement: For procurement and supply chain 
management, this will fortify cost reduction and 
operational efficiency initiatives based on 
exploiting data and business ecosystem 
collaboration

• Production: For production, this will be essential 
in deploying automation

• Legal: For legal and compliance, this will be the 
only way to meet increasing regulation 
requirements
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